

Help for Pontes Duel 2.0, realized on 20 February 2012

	Note: Starting with the third page of this document there are the rounds descriptions.

This game is playable online and requires port 9995 UDP to be properly opened in order to host a game. If you are the host, it is also necessary to allow the game to pass through firewall.

The game is available offline too. There are 3 difficulty levels: Easy, Hard and Almost Impossible.

One round is finished when one player has 15 points or is considered a draw when both players have 14 points. If the opponent is hit directly in front, you win 2 or 4 points, depending of weapon you are using, if you hit the opponent almost directly in front, you win one or 2 points.
The winner is the player who is the first to win ten rounds.

In Training mode you can practice all rounds.

Use the Space Bar to fire. After firing six or 3 times, it is necessary to reload the gun by pressing the Enter Key. You can reload the gun only after 3 seconds since the last fire occurred if you are using a revolver and 4 seconds if you are using a sniper. 

When using fire guns, there is the possibility to throw a flashbang per round. This flashbang will make you invisible for 5 seconds.

If you are fighting with swords, you must have one second of break between hits. After 10 hits with sword, you must press enter to rest and to wait 2 seconds.

When is the boxing round the resting and number of hits is like in the sword round.

Use left or right arrow to move left or right.
When moving left or right, if up arrow is pressed you can jump in rounds like Swords on the Grass or Box on the Gravel.

Press F3 to Enable or to Disable the mouse. By default, at start the mouse is enabled.
Press F4 to throw a flashbang.
Press F2 or P for pause, F2 or Control + P to resume.
When the game is paused, you can talk with your partner. Press Enter to send a text, F5 and F6 to repeat last 2 messages from your partner. Press backspace to delete the last character or Control + Backspace to delete the entire message written.
Press M to hear the number of remaining bullets or pseudo-bullets.
Press S to hear the score in the current round.
Press A to hear the general score per rounds.
Press W to hear your partner’s nickname.
Press Left Control + W to hear your partner’s nickname spelled.

F7 and F8 adjust the TTS voice rate.
Page-up and page-down adjust the background volume.

It’s also possible to use the mouse in this game.
Move the mouse left or right to go in the respective direction.
Press left mouse button to fire or to hit.
Press right mouse button to charge the gun or to rest.
Press middle mouse button to throw a flashbang.

If a screen reader is opened, the messages will be spoken via it, otherwise the message will be spoken via SApi5.


	Rounds descriptions:

	Type 1:
Revolvers on the floor
damage: 1 or 2 points per hit;
bullets: 6;
time to reload: 3 seconds;
time between fires: 0 seconds;
moving speed (time between steps): 70 ms;
Jumping: no;
flashbang: yes;

	Type 2:
Snipers on the snow
damage: 2 or 4 points per hit;
bullets: 3;
time to reload: 4 seconds;
time between fires: 0 seconds;
moving speed (time between steps): 150 ms;
Jumping: no;
flashbang: yes;

	Type 3:
Revolvers on the ice
damage: 1 or 2 points per hit;
bullets: 6;
time to reload: 3 seconds;
time between fires: 0 seconds;
moving speed (time between steps): 40 ms;
Jumping: no;
flashbang: yes;

	Type 4:
Swords on the grass:
damage: 1 or 2 points per hit;
pseudo-bullets: 10;
time to rest: 2 seconds;
time between hits: one second;
moving speed (time between steps): 100 ms;
Jumping: yes;
flashbang: no;

	Type 5:
Box on the gravel
damage: 1 or 2 points per hit;
pseudo-bullets: 10;
time to rest: 2 seconds;
time between hits: 50ms;
moving speed (time between steps): 60 ms;
Jumping: yes;
flashbang: no;

	Type 6:
Tanks
damage: 2 or 5 points per hit;
bullets: 1;
time to reload: 5 seconds;
moving speed (time between steps): 175 ms;
Jumping: no;
flashbang: yes;

	Type 7:
Spears riding horses
damage: 1 or 2 points per hit;
Pseudo-bullets: 5;
time between hits: 1,5 seconds;
time to rest: 3 seconds;
moving speed (time between steps): 120 ms;
Jumping: yes;
flashbang: no;

 
The game is free, and it is programmed by Emanuel Boboiu.
The sounds are edited by Cornel Todericiu who is also the main tester.
Thanks also Sorin Tata for editing some sounds.

Visit www.scripts.pontes.ro for more details

